BRIEF REPORT OF ON ‘UGADI’2019

BRIEF REPORT OF CULTURAL EVENTS ON 18th march and 19th march 2019

Department of student’s welfare and Amrita Darshanam organized cultural events on 18th and 19th of March 2019 as a part of Ugadi celebrations in Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham, Ettimadai campus.

The first day of the event -“UGADI BHOJANAM” feast in traditional Andra cuisine for around 2,500 members (All the final year students of B Tech, M Tech and Integrated, Teaching and Non-Teaching Faculty members and Few volunteers from Third year B Tech) on 18th March 2019, around 12.00 pm onwards at New Auditorium (pandal).

The second day of the event on 19th March 2019- “UGADI VEDUKA” (cultural evening) – new adventures joy of Traditional Telugu Culture. The Amriteswari hall was completely decorated with natural and recyclable product. The program scheduled between 4.00 pm to 6.00 pm. The students were instructed to perform traditional dance and song; it was carried out by the Performers. The complete two hour was retreat for the audience and faculty members.

The various attractive events were conducted on 2nd day of event like: 1. MeeloEvaruManoharudu: a quiz event will be conducted inspired from the popular quiz programme “kaunbanega crorepathi”. 2. short story writing, 3. short video contest. The students were motivated by providing prizes, and cash prizes. Around 400 students participated in all these sports and cultural events. Senior
professors distributed prizes among the participants who won in many other events conducted in connection with Ugadi celebrations.

Over all Students from all branches and sections enthusiastically participated in the events as performers and audience. The programme ended with vote of thanks.

Ugadi Fest